#WDCoffeeTLK Series - March 26, 2015

The Coffee Talk Series will be hosted by the National MCH Workforce Development Centers Change Management core on four pertinent topics benefitting the Title V workforce.

@DC_AMCHP

We will compile all the Tweets in a “story” and post to the @DC_AMCHP website at the conclusion of today’s #WDCoffeeTLK.

AN HOUR AGO

@lacyfm

Had an absolute blast learning from all you MCH leaders in twittersphere today as host of #WDCoffeeTLK

AN HOUR AGO

@jlspok

@DC_AMCHP Thank you for putting this together #MHCH890 #WDCoffeeTLK

AN HOUR AGO
Please mark your calendar for the next #WDCoffeeTLK Twitter Chat on 5/13 at 2-3pm ET.

@DC_AMCHP

Need more than one center; need more $$ invested in child health research. Research in best healthcare delivery #WDCoffeeTLK

@TerryAdirim

Thanks again for joining and participating in today's #WDCoffeeTLK!

@DC_AMCHP

@twittchik @TerryAdirim kiddos of all ages...and young adults! #WDCoffeeTLK

@jlspok

A5: #policymakers #whatwillhappenwiththeACA #MHCH890 #WDCoffeeTLK
@AUCDvt CYSHCN--important part of our MCH work! AMCHP helped create these standards for systems of care. amchp.org/AboutAMCHP/New... #WDCoffeeTLK

AN HOUR AGO

Donna Yadrich @twittchik

A5: We need to develop strategic alliances with youth and see more representation at AMCHP/MCH/AAP events! #WDCoffeeTLK

AN HOUR AGO

@elrocs EIM/EBMs= evidence informed/based measures for those in twittersphere who don't know our jargon #WDCoffeeTLK

AN HOUR AGO

https://storify.com/DC_AMCHP/wdcoffeetlk-series
Virtual Trainee  
@AUCdvt

#WDCoffeeTLK Trainees: Evidence is key to Title V's future. What evidence for children with special health needs will you create? #leadership

AN HOUR AGO

Donna Yadrich  
@twittchik

@TerryAdirim need kiddos to tell us what's important for them to move the needle on #WDCoffeeTLK

AN HOUR AGO

Stephen Orton  
@SNoyesOrton

A3 thought: Some of our potential allies would LOVE to have the Family Partnership capacity that MCH field has built #WDCoffeeTLK

AN HOUR AGO

TerryMD  
@TerryAdirim

@twittchik There are also surveys for families of CSHCN, not HCAHPS but from one of the advocacy orgs. #WDCoffeeTLK

AN HOUR AGO

AMCHP  
@DC_AMCHP

Q5 rephrased: What about the Title V MCH block grant transformation & ACA keeps you up at night? #WDCoffeeTLK

AN HOUR AGO

https://storify.com/DC_AMCHP/wdcoffeeetlk-series
Q5: How can we help you navigate the Title V MCH block grant transformation & ACA to improve women's/children's health?

#WDCoffeeTLK

AMCHP
@DC_AMCHP

AN HOUR AGO

We will compile all the Tweets in a “story” and post to the @DC_AMCHP website at the conclusion of today’s #WDCoffeeTLK.

AMCHP
@DC_AMCHP

AN HOUR AGO

Had an absolute blast learning from all you MCH leaders in twittersphere today as host of #WDCoffeeTLK

Lacy Fehrenbach
@lacyfm

AN HOUR AGO

@DC_AMCHP Thank you for putting this together #MHCH890 #WDCoffeeTLK

Jennifer Schroeder
@jlspok

AN HOUR AGO

https://storify.com/DC_AMCHP/wdcoffeetlk-series
AMCHP
@DC_AMCHP

Please mark your calendar for the next #WDCoffeeTLK Twitter Chat on 5/13 at 2-3pm ET.

AN HOUR AGO

TerryMD
@TerryAdirim

@DC_AMCHP Need more than one center; need more $$ invested in child health research. Research in best healthcare delivery #WDCoffeeTLK

AN HOUR AGO

AMCHP
@DC_AMCHP

Thanks again for joining and participating in today’s #WDCoffeeTLK!

AN HOUR AGO

AMCHP
@DC_AMCHP

@twittchik @TerryAdirim kiddos of all ages...and young adults! #WDCoffeeTLK

AN HOUR AGO

Jennifer Schroeder
@jlspok

A5: #policymakers #whatwillhappenwiththeACA #MHCH890 #WDCoffeeTLK

AN HOUR AGO

https://storify.com/DC_AMCHP/wdcoffeetlk-series
@AUCDvt CYSHCN= important part of our MCH work! AMCHP helped create these standards for systems of care. amchp.org/AboutAMCHP/New... #WDCoffeeTLK

Donna Yadrich @twittchik

A5: We need to develop strategic alliances with youth and see more representation at AMCHP/MCH/AAP events! #WDCoffeeTLK

@elrocs EIM/EBMs= evidence informed/based measures for those in twittersphere who don't know our jargon #WDCoffeeTLK
Virtual Trainee @AUCDvt

#WDCoffeeTLK Trainees: Evidence is key to Title V’s future. What evidence for children with special health needs will you create? #leadership

AN HOUR AGO

Donna Yadrich @twittchik

@TerryAdirim need kiddos to tell us what's important for them to move the needle on #WDCoffeeTLK

AN HOUR AGO

Stephen Orton @SNoyesOrton

A3 thought: Some of our potential allies would LOVE to have the Family Partnership capacity that MCH field has built #WDCoffeeTLK

AN HOUR AGO

TerryMD @TerryAdirim

@twittchik There are also surveys for families of CSHCN, not HCAHPS but from one of the advocacy orgs. #WDCoffeeTLK

AN HOUR AGO

AMCHP @DC_AMCHP

Q5 rephrased: What about the Title V MCH block grant transformation & ACA keeps you up at night? #WDCoffeeTLK

AN HOUR AGO

https://storify.com/DC_AMCHP/wdcoffeetlk-series
Q5: How can we help you navigate the Title V MCH block grant transformation & ACA to improve women's/children's health? #WDCoffeeTLK

AN HOUR AGO

Stephen Orton
@SNoyesOrton

My B-School buds prefer the term "alliance," more strategic RT @elrocs: #WDCoffeeTLK hearing talk about need to build strategic partnerships

AN HOUR AGO

AMCHP
@DC_AMCHP

A4: Economic analyses. Lifecourse approach=a smart investment. Here are some tools to help do the math: amchp.org/Transformation...
#WDCoffeeTLK

AN HOUR AGO

Donna Yadrich
@twittchik

@TerryAdirim cahps.ahrq.gov/surveys-guidan... for kiddo hosps
#WDCoffeeTLK

AN HOUR AGO

sharron corle
@elrocs

#WDCoffeeTLK hearing lots of talk about the need to build strategic partnerships but also that Title V needs help on how to do this better

AN HOUR AGO
TerryMD @TerryAdirim

@twittchik Excellent idea! HCAPS is managed by AHRQ I think #WDCoffeeTLK

AN HOUR AGO

AMCHP @DC_AMCHP

Q4: DYK use of #QI can help your state meet #accreditation? How else RU using transformation/ACA to position MCH as leader #WDCoffeeTLK

AN HOUR AGO

Jennifer Schroeder @jlspok

@DC_AMCHP Coolest thing learned in #MHCH890 #systemsintegration #systemleveragingpoints #prettymucheverything #WDCoffeeTLK

AN HOUR AGO

Virtual Trainee @AUCDvt

@DC_AMCHP @LaurelSlough The systems dynamics material was great- policy pitfalls can be avoided with a broad view of an issue! #WDCoffeeTLK

AN HOUR AGO

AMCHP @DC_AMCHP

@elrocs with Change Management & Leadership skills! cannot wait to hear your #WDCoffeeTLK on getting to table and Karen's on managing change

AN HOUR AGO

https://storify.com/DC_AMCHP/wdcoffeetlk-series
Stephen Orton
@SNoyesOrton

AN HOUR AGO

Lifecourse IS silo-busting-- it's about "horizontal integration" yes? @DC_AMCHP Need help busting silos? amchp.org/Transformation… #WDCoffeeTLK

Virtual Trainee
@AUCDvt

@LaurelSlough Loving the #MHCH890 class where we get to dig into the performance & outcome measures! #LaurelGeist #Laurels #WDCoffeeTLK

AN HOUR AGO

Lacy Fehrenbach
@lacyfm

@AUCDvt in god(dess) we trust, everyone else must bring data. #WDCoffeeTLK

AN HOUR AGO

Donna Yadrich
@twittchik

@TerryAdirimExcellent train of thought! How ‘bout AAP partners/develops youth ambassadors to tell us what would HCAPSish matter? #WDCoffeeTLK

AN HOUR AGO

Jennifer Schroeder
@jlspok

RT @LaurelSlough: UNC Maternal and Child Health Workforce Development Center #MHCH890 has been studying Title V this semester. #WDCoffeeTLK

AN HOUR AGO

https://storify.com/DC_AMCHP/wdcoffeetlk-series
@DC_AMCHP: How do we support Title V capacity to be leaders in this time of great change in public health BG transformation, ACA #WDCoffeeTLK

AN HOUR AGO

@DC_AMCHP: A3: Busting silos? Check out #SystemsIntegration Transformation Station ow.ly/KQKrs #WDCoffeeTLK #MHCH890

AN HOUR AGO

A1: Community Health Workers. Huge opportunities. I know cuz MCH WDC teams are proposing CHW projects! RI, TX... #WDCoffeeTLK

AN HOUR AGO
@DC_AMCHP

@jlspok @JessicaTeel1 Family partnership as a possible Sate Evidence Based/Informed Strategy Measure? #WDCoffeeTLK

AN HOUR AGO

Laurel Slough
@LaurelSlough

UNC Maternal and Child Health Workforce Development Center #MHCH890 has been studying Title V this semester. #WDCoffeeTLK

AN HOUR AGO

Jennifer Schroeder
@jlspok

@JessicaTeel1 Incorporate indicators that measure family inclusion at all levels. #WDCoffeeTLK #MHCH890

AN HOUR AGO

Virtual Trainee
@AUCDvt

@TanjaOBrocta Agreed! As my coffee mug says "Without data, you're just a person with an opinion" #datasupportsideas #WDCoffeeTLK

AN HOUR AGO

Jennifer Schroeder
@jlspok

A3: Will be helpful to engage faith based organizations #WDCoffeeTLK #MHCH890

AN HOUR AGO

Amy Mullenix
@amyjmullenix

Schools, anti-poverty groups, early childhood programs. #WDCoffeeTLK

AN HOUR AGO
A3: Need help busting silos? Check out our #SystemsIntegration resources on Transformation Station amchp.org/Transformation... #WDCoffeeTLK

AN HOUR AGO

A2: What are some best practices to make sure families are involved all the time? #WDCoffeeTLK

AN HOUR AGO

@DC_AMCHP a3: hospitals to leverage community benefit #WDCoffeeTLK

AN HOUR AGO

@DC_AMCHP my twitter feed is blowing up with info about Title V, so cool! Miss you! #wdcoffeetlk

AN HOUR AGO

@TerryAdirim raises a good point. What sources of evidence based MCH programs are you using to inform your action planning? #WDCoffeeTLK

AN HOUR AGO

https://storify.com/DC_AMCHP/wdcoffeetlk-series
A3: Social Work folks are interested in collective impact too - #WDCoffeeTLK @DC_AMCHP

AN HOUR AGO

TerryMD
@TerryAdirim

@DC_AMCHP @twittchik Maybe develop an MCH HCAPS program (survey of patients) :-) #WDCoffeeTLK

AN HOUR AGO

AMCHP
@DC_AMCHP

@elrocs any thoughts on what we could do to expand family partnership? #WDCoffeeTLK

AN HOUR AGO

TerryMD
@TerryAdirim

A3: Educational institutions, family advocacy orgs.....#WDCoffeeTLK

AN HOUR AGO

AMCHP
@DC_AMCHP

@twittchik WE LOVE our families! Title V is for them and our work must be planned and built with them #WDCoffeeTLK

AN HOUR AGO
TerryMD @TerryAdirim
Need evidence MCH measures are measuring what is intended & investment in various ways to collect data (surveys of families?) #WDCoffeeTLK

AN HOUR AGO

Anne Fields @fieldsofanne
@DC_AMCHP @jlspok Ideas for the GROWING immigrant pop/ large % of un/underinsured left out of ACA? #MHCH890 #WDCoffeeTLK

AN HOUR AGO

AMCHP @DC_AMCHP
A3: @TerryAdirim had some great suggestions earlier--Medicaid, clinicians, private insurers...quality orgs? Who else??? #WDCoffeeTLK

AN HOUR AGO

Stephen Orton @SNoyesOrton
@TerryAdirim Shared Measures... that's bedrock #collectiveimpact #WDCoffeeTLK

AN HOUR AGO

Jennifer Schroeder @jlspok
Agreed @TanjaOBrocta, family integration is essential #WDCoffeeTLK #MHCH890

2 HOURS AGO
Like that the conversation is focusing on what opportunities we have during this transformation. #WDCoffeeTLK

Yes, families make Title V work for moms/kids. "@twittchik A2: Family=key personnel when preparing block grant etc apps." #WDCoffeeTLK

@TanjaOBrocta And need good measures of family integration in all aspects of care and services #WDCoffeeTLK

Same here! RT @RobinMathea: I like the idea of collective impact - looking at new partners #WDCoffeeTLK #collectiveimpact

Systems integration is important in mobilizing partners and integrating health reform opportunities #WDCoffeeTLK
**Tanja Peters**
@TanjaOBrocta

A2: Family Integration must be stressed in all areas of each state and territory #WDCoffeeTLK

2 HOURS AGO

**TerryMD**
@TerryAdirim

Agree! Good point, need to improve our data systems. Better interoperability. #WDCoffeeTLK

2 HOURS AGO

**TerryMD**
@TerryAdirim


2 HOURS AGO

**AMCHP**
@DC_AMCHP

@TanjaOBrocta and for QI/monitoring to decide where to amplify efforts and where to amend our approach. #WDCoffeeTLK

2 HOURS AGO

**Jennifer Schroeder**
@jlspok

RT @TerryAdirim: Promote stronger partnerships with state #Medicaid, TANF, WIC, Edu programs for a whole child/family #WDCoffeeTLK #MHCH890

2 HOURS AGO

https://storify.com/DC_AMCHP/wdcoffeetlk-series
Alignment with other health data systems and measures and partnerships with are essential for success! Thanks #WDCoffeeTLK

A2: Family = key personnel when preparing block grant etc applications. "#WDCoffeeTLK

A1: The Data Center is important to monitor where the biggest impact is recorded #WDCoffeeTLK

Q2: How can we use transformation of the MCH block grant & ACA to expand family-professional partnership? #WDCoffeeTLK

What is exciting about renewed call to action to engage families in the BG? #WDCoffeeTLK

https://storify.com/DC_AMCHP/wdcoffeetlk-series
AMCHP
@DC_AMCHP
#SystemsIntegration increased focus on systems thinking approach around the medical home for CYSHCN
#WDCoffeeTLK #MHCH890

TerryMD
@TerryAdirim
@DC_AMCHP Promote stronger partnerships with state #Medicaid, TANF, WIC, Edu programs for a whole child/family approach
#WDCoffeeTLK

Amy Mullenix
@amyjmullenix
A1: prevention services for women and kids are highlighted in both
#WDCoffeeTLK

sharron corle
@elrocs
@DC_AMCHP interested to hear from folks your thoughts about opportunities in the BG transformation to improve MCH outcomes
#WDCoffeeTLK

Tanja Peters
@TanjaOBrocta
A1: I like the simplification of the process, this will free up time for the development and monitoring of progress for all.
#WDCoffeeTLK
AMCHP @DC_AMCHP

We do too--Huge opp to make change happen! "@RobinMathea: I like the idea of collective impact - looking at new partners #WDCoffeeTLK"

2 HOURS AGO

Jennifer Schroeder @jlspok

A1: Increased focus on a systems thinking approach around the medical home for CYSHCN #WDCoffeeTLK #MHCH890

2 HOURS AGO

Dorothy Cilenti @cilenti2

@DC_AMCHP #WDCoffeeTLK a1: the preventive health benefits for women will help tremendously to improve preconceptions health #WDCoffeeTLK

2 HOURS AGO

AMCHP @DC_AMCHP

thanks for joining #WDCoffeeTLK @elrocs @MatChildHlthUIC and @TanjaOBrocta. We look forward to chattin' with you!

2 HOURS AGO

RobinMathea @RobinMathea

I like the idea of collective impact - looking at new partners #WDCoffeeTLK

2 HOURS AGO

https://storify.com/DC_AMCHP/wdcoffeetlk-series
Jennifer Schroeder @jlspok
@DC_AMCHP: The #MHCH890 course has been following and studying Title V block grant transformation. #WDCoffeeTLK

2 HOURS AGO

TerryMD @TerryAdirim
@DC_AMCHP The simplification for grantees is good, but what is being done to align with other child health and social programs? #WDCoffeeTLK

2 HOURS AGO

Donna Yadrich @twittchik
@DC_AMCHP A1: Increase awareness of the great work of the MCH community."#WDCoffeeTLK

2 HOURS AGO

AMCHP @DC_AMCHP
Q1: What big opportunities do you see to increase access for moms/kids thru ACA & transformed MCH block grant? #WDCoffeeTLK

2 HOURS AGO

Dorothy Cilenti @cilenti2
@DC_AMCHP #WDCoffeeTLK

2 HOURS AGO

https://storify.com/DC_AMCHP/wdcoffeetlk-series
Our questions are convo starters. We encourage you to share your ideas and expertise AND ask questions as well. #WDCoffeeTLK

If you haven't heard, the Title V MCH block grant is undergoing a big transformation. Learn more here: mchb.hrsa.gov/blockgrant/ind... #WDCoffeeTLK

Ok, let's begin. I'd like to introduce our presenter today: Lacy Fehrenbach @lacyfm, Director of Programs at @DC_AMCHP. #WDCoffeeTLK

@DC_AMCHP - gearing up for #WDCoffeeTLK!

Your response to Q1 should look like "A1: Your response." #WDCoffeeTLK
The format of today's Twitter Chat will be a Q&A. Q's will be asked using this format, “Q1: The question.” #WDCoffeeTLK

Please remember to use the hashtag #WDCoffeeTLK when responding to all questions or making any comments!

I’d like to review a few Twitter Chat rules before we begin the #WDCoffeeTLK!

Thanks for joining us today for the kick off of the #WDCoffeeTLK series!

Ready for the @DC_AMCHP Coffee Talk #WDCoffeeTLK

GATHER YOUR COFFEE MUGS EVERYONE - 5 minutes until #WDCoffeeTLK!
Let's talk about how the MCH Block Grant & ACA can improve women's/children's health #wdcoffeetlk

15 minutes until this MT "@DC_AMCHP: CAN WE TALK? #WDCoffeeTLK on how the MCH Block Grant & ACA can improve women's/children's health."

The kick off of the #WDCoffeeTLK series will begin in 15 minutes.

@DC_AMCHP Learning to ENGAGE!!! Thanks for the motivation! #WDCoffeeTLK

We're just one hour away from the #WDCoffeeTLK! Really looking forward to kicking off the series today at 3pm ET!!!
Jennifer Schroeder
@jlspok
@DC_AMCHP I am ready! #WDCoffeeTLK #MHCH890
5 HOURS AGO

AMCHP
@DC_AMCHP
The #WDCoffeeTLK is just a little under 3 hours away! Are you ready??
5 HOURS AGO

Carolyn McCoy
@corriemc
Looking forward to today's #WDCoffeeTLK from 3-4 pm EDT!
7 HOURS AGO

AMCHP
@DC_AMCHP
CAN WE TALK? Join us today, 3-4 pm ET for #WDCoffeeTLK Twitter Chat on how the MCH Block Grant & ACA can improve women's/children's health.
8 HOURS AGO

Lacy Fehrenbach
@lacyfm
taking over @DC_AMCHP from 3-4 et tomorrow to discuss how title v block grant & ACA can improve women's, children's health. #WDCoffeeTLK
A DAY AGO

AMCHP
@DC_AMCHP
Tomorrow @DC_AMCHP will host a Coffee Talk Twitter Chat, 3-4pm ET, on the Title V Transformation. Use #WDCoffeeTLK. bit.ly/1Los3n5
A DAY AGO

https://storify.com/DC_AMCHP/wdcoffeetlk-series
Get your mugs ready for a Coffee Talk Twitter Chat: 3/26, 3-4pm ET, on the Title V Transformation. Use #WDCoffeeTLK. bit.ly/1Los3n5

Join us 3/26, 3-4pm ET, for a new Coffee Talk Series & Twitter Chat on the Title V Transformation. Use #WDCoffeeTLK. bit.ly/1Los3n5

New Coffee Talk Series: Join us 3/26, 3-4pm ET for a Twitter Chat on the Title V Transformation. Use #WDCoffeeTLK. bit.ly/1Los3n5